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Executive summary 

 

1. COBA welcomes the opportunity to provide a response to the BBC Trust’s 

provisional conclusions on proposed changes to the BBC’s services. The Public 

Value Test (PVT) is a welcome process. 

2. We also welcome the decision not to approve the proposal for a BBC1+1 

service. This would have created little or no additional public value while 

leading to a risk of a negative impact on the market. 

3. However,  we wish to focus on the proposal to extend CBBC hours, which we 

believe should not go ahead for a number of reasons as set out below. 

Unclear impact on children’s sector 

4. Firstly, there is, in our view, an undoubted risk of a negative market impact on 

rival children’s channels from the proposal. Crucially, we are concerned that 

this has not been quantified. 

5. Both Ofcom, in its MIA, and Communications Chambers, in their work for the 

BBC Executive, accept that children’s channels will be particularly impacted 

compared to the rest of the market, yet neither goes on to quanitify this. The 

rationale for not doing so appears to be that the impact on children’s channels 

is believed to be small, although bigger than the impact on other channels.  

6. In our view, this approach is imprecise and the presumed outcome highly 

questionable, for a number of reasons: 

 Firstly, children’s viewing to children’s airtime is higher than the 

Communications Chambers’ report implies. While Communications 

Chambers states that 89% of children’s viewing is to channels outside the 

children’s channels in its comparator, Ofcom’s previous work on HFSS 

advertising states that around a third (32.9%) of children’s viewing is 

during children’s airtime.1 This rises to 45.6% for 4-9 year olds (6-9 year 

olds being the target audience for the first extended hour).2  

 Secondly, Communications Chambers argues that viewing of commercial 

channels represents only a very small proportion of  the total consumption 

of CBBC viewers. This may be true, but there is in our view nevertheless a 

cross-over of viewing between CBBC and commercial children’s channels. 

For example, for some commercial children’s channels, up to 73% of 

viewers also watch CBBC.  

                                                           
1 Ofcom, HFSS advertising restrictions, Final Review, 26 July 2010, figure 5, page 21 
2 Ibid, section 4.14, page 22 
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 Finally, the impact on revenues for children’s channels is not estimated. 

Communciations Chambers claims that the impact of losing audience 

share would be mitigated by subscription fees. This argument overlooks 

the fact that audience share forms part of contractual negotiations in the 

pay-TV sector.  

7. At the very least, we ask the Trust to conduct further analysis of the impact on 

children’s channels. Given the well-documented pressures on the children’s 

sector, it is important that the Trust fully understand the impact and, just as 

importantly, be able to demonstrate this by publishing its analysis. 

Lack of public value created 

8. Our second key point is  that the public value created by the proposal is at best 

debatable. The Trust’s own audience research found the majority of 

respondents were not in favour of the extension: “Consultation respondents 

were, on the whole, opposed to extended hours.”3  

9. As we outline, there are also serious questions over the distinctiveness of the 

proposed new hours. Firstly, the extended hours mean more repeats, 

something which is at odds with the requirement in the CBBC service licence 

that there be a low level of repeats. In addition, CBBC is already scheduling 

what appears to us to be a high volume of acquired content over the late 

afternoon and early evening, suggesting that the extended hours may also 

heavily feature acquired content. The CBBC service licence states that part of 

the channel’s distinctiveness: “should lie in its high proportion of UK-

produced content and its low proportion of acquired programmes.”4 

The implications of the new licence fee settlement 

10. Thirdly, the BBC’s funding situation has fchanged undamentally since the 

Trust announced its provisional conclusions. While the additional cost of 

extending CBBC hours is said to be low, the new licence fee settlement 

indicates that the BBC must look at saving costs. Asked at August’s Edinburgh 

International Television Festival if there are any television services that will be 

immune from savings, BBC director of television Danny Cohen said:  

“All of the channels will have to have some cuts, there’s no doubt about that.”5 

The BBC’s strategic approach to young audiences 

11. Finally, we note the Trust’s concerns about maintaining CBBC’s reach and 

impact. However, we question whether extending CBBC’s hours in this way 

                                                           
3 Public Value Assessment, BBC Trust, Section 10.5.1 
4 CBBC Service Licence, issued July 2015 
5 http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-
cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816 

http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816
http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816
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represents an effective response. Firstly, in our view, CBBC and CBeebies are 

performing successfully, being the leading channels in their demographics. 

Any pressure on audience levels is more likely to be due to changing audience 

behaviour, as more viewing migrates to Video-on-Demand (VoD) and other 

new forms of delivery. Here the BBC is performing well, with the iPlayer being 

the biggest provider of longform content in the UK VoD market,6 and 

children’s being one of the biggest genres on the iPlayer. In our view, 

extending linear hours, and in the process diluting the quality of the service 

with more repeats, is a backwards looking and ultimately desultory response.  

12. Indeed, statements by BBC Management regarding the proposed iPlay online 

platform for children suggest that it too is looking at online and VoD as a 

better way to serve young audiences in the future.7 Again, these statements 

were made after the Trust announced its provisional conclusions. 

13. Given this context, the potential (and unquantified) risk to other children’s 

channels, and the lack of any clear or demonstrable additional public value, 

we respectfully ask the Trust to reconsider its position.  

                                                           
6 Communications Market Report, 2014, Ofcom, page 145 
7 The BBC’s programmes and services in the next Charter, BBC Management, September 2015, Section 

6.5 
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Introduction 

 

1. The Commercial Broadcasters Association (COBA) is the industry body for 

multichannel broadcasters in the digital, cable and satellite television sector. 

2. COBA members are critical to the global success of the UK broadcasting sector 

and its “mixed ecology” of public and private investors. As arguably the fastest 

growing part of the UK television industry, they are increasing their investment 

in jobs, content and infrastructure: 

 Scale: In the last decade, the sector has increased its turnover by 30% to 

more than £5 billion a year. This is rapidly approaching half of the UK 

broadcasting sector’s total annual turnover, and has helped establish 

the UK as a leading global television hub.8 Last year, the UK outpaced 

growth in global TV revenues and recorded the strongest increase in 

turnover out of any European market, with pay-TV “the main driver.”9 

 Employment: As part of this growth, the multichannel sector has 

doubled direct employment over the last decade.10  

 UK production: In addition, the sector has increased investment in UK 

television content to a record £725m per annum, up nearly 50% on 

2009 levels.11 Ofcom’s 2014 review of public service broadcasting found 

that new commissions by the sector were up 43% since 1998 and were 

the only source of growth in investment in UK television production 

over this period.12 

3. For further information please contact Anna Missouri, COBA’s Policy and 

Communications Executive, at anamaria@coba.org.uk or 0203 327 4054 

 

 

                                                           
8 Ofcom International Broadcasting Market Report 2013 
9 International Communications Market Report 2014, Ofcom, Figures 3.1 and 3.3 
10 Skillset, Television Sector – Labour Market Intelligence Profile 
11 COBA 2014 Census, Oliver & Ohlbaum Associates for COBA 
12 Public Service Content in a Connected Society, Ofcom’s Third Review of Public Service 
Broadcasting, December 2014 

mailto:anamaria@coba.org.uk
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Response to consultation  

 

BBC1+1 

1. First of all, we welcome the provisional decision not to create BBC1+1. The 

creation of a +1 channel would take away audience share from other 

commercial channels, which would subsequently reduce their revenues. In 

some cases this would put at risk investment in original UK content.  

2. We also agree that the proposal would have limited public value given the lack 

of universality – as 24% of UK households would have to upgrade their 

television equipment in order to receive the +1 channel13 – and the fact that 

the BBC1+1 channel would be broadcasting repeats by definition.  

CBBC 

3. We disagree with the proposed extension of CBBC hours from 7pm until 9pm 

for a number of reasons, which we set out below.  

Unclear impact on children’s sector 

4. Firstly, we believe that Ofcom’s MIA and Communications Chambers’ impact 

assessment for the BBC Executive do not provide sufficient clarity as to the 

impact on other children’s channels. These will be the channels that will 

experience the biggest negative impact as a result of the proposal. 

5. Ofcom acknowledges that “there may be some disproportionate impact on 

children’s channels.”14 Similarly, Communications Chambers states that 

“share capture may be relatively more significant for the other children’s 

channels (from which viewing may disproportionately be captured).”15 

6. Neither Ofcom nor Communications Chambers provide a precise estimate of 

this disproportionate impact on children’s channels. Instead, according to our 

understanding, Communications Chambers’ model redistributes viewing from 

other channels, both children and mainstream, equally. Our understanding of 

the rationale for this is that, even though Communications Chambers 

acknowledges that CBBC viewers may index up to four times higher than the 

                                                           
13 BBC Trust, Provisional conclusions on proposals for BBC Three, BBC One, BBC iPlayer, and CBBC, 
30 June 2015, page 4 
14 Ofcom, Proposed changes to BBC Three, BBC iPlayer, BBC One and CBBC, Market Impact 
Assessment, 30 June 2015, section 10.27, page 102 
15 Communications Chambers, Forecast consumption and preliminary market impact assessment of 
revised BBC services, January 2015, page 42 
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average for rival children’s channels, it argues that such children’s channels 

still represent only a small proportion of the viewing profile for CBBC viewers.  

7. In our view, this results in an imprecise and questionable outcome. Firstly, 

children’s viewing to children’s airtime is higher than the Communications 

Chambers’ report implies. While Communications Chambers states that 89% 

of children’s viewing is to channels outside the (selected) children’s channels 

in its comparator, Ofcom’s previous work on HFSS advertising states that 

around a third (32.9%) of children’s viewing is during children’s airtime.16 

This rises to 45.6% for just 4-9 year olds (6-9 year olds are the target audience 

for the first extended hour).17  

8. Secondly, Communications Chambers argues that viewing of commercial 

channels represents only a very small proportion of the total consumption of 

CBBC viewers. This may be the case, but viewing of CBBC is extremely 

widespread amongst viewers of commercial children’s channels. In the case of 

some pay-TV channels, up to 73% of viewers also watch CBBC. For example: 

 

 Of 4-7 year olds that watched Disney Junior in the last 3 months, 77% also 

watched CBeebies 

 Of 4-7 year olds that watched Disney XD in the last 3 months, 71% also 

watched CBeebies and 55% also watched CBBC 

 Of 4-15 year olds that watched Disney Channel in the last 3 months, 51% 

also watched CBBC 

 66% of Cartoon Network viewers also watch CBBC 

 64% of Cartoon Network viewers also watch CBeebies 

 67% of Boomerang viewers also watch CBBC 

 68% of Boomerang viewers also watch CBeebies 

 73% of Cartoonito viewers also watch CBBC 

 81% of Cartoonito viewers also watch CBeebies 

 Of children aged 4-15 that watched Nickelodeon in the last 3 months, 48% 

also watched CBBC  

 Of children aged 4-7 that watched the Nick Jr. Channels in the last 3 

months, 82% also watched CBeebies 

 Of children aged 4-7 that watched Nicktoons in the last 3 months, 68% 

also watched CBeebies and 46% also watched CBBC 

 Of children aged 4-15 that watched CBBC in the last 3 months, 26% also 

watched Nickelodeon 

                                                           
16 Ofcom, HFSS advertising restrictions, Final Review, 26 July 2010, figure 5, page 21 
17 Ibid, section 4.14, page 22 
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 Of children aged 4-7 that watched the CBeebies in the last 3 months, 54% 

also watched the Nick Jr. Channels 

 Of children aged 4-7 that watched CBeebies in the last 3 months, 22% also 

watched Nicktoons  

 Of children aged 4-7 that watched CBBC in the last 3 months, 24% also 

watched Nicktoons 

Source: BARB data provided by COBA members 

9. In our view, therefore, there is a clear cross-over of children’s viewing between 

CBBC and commercial children’s channels, both pay TV and free-to-air. 

10. Nor is the impact on revenues for children’s channels estimated. Ofcom says 

“we recognise that the availability of extended CBBC hours could result in 

reduced viewing of subscription services”18, but goes on to say it does not have 

“sufficient information” about the subscription payments between channels 

and platforms in order to quantify the potential impact.  

11. The regulator also suggests that a decreased viewing share will have little 

impact on household purchasing decisions, based on 2013 consumer research 

which indicated that “access to a variety of channels is a significant motivator 

behind the purchase of pay TV”19. We are not convinced that a single piece of 

consumer research represents a sufficient evidence base on which to make 

such an assumption. However, the real issue is not necessarily the impact on 

household purchasing decisions, but the effect on the fees that children’s 

channels are able to command from pay-TV platforms, and these are 

absolutely impacted by their audience share, which is typically factored into 

the contractual negotiations between broadcasters and pay-TV platform 

operators.  

12. In addition, Communciations Chambers claims that the impact of losing 

audience share would be mitigated by subscription fees. Again, this argument 

overlooks the fact that audience share forms part of contractual negotiations 

in the pay-TV sector.  

13. This is quite apart from the impact on advertising revenues, which are directly 

impacted by audience share. As Ofcom acknowledges, Tiny Pop and POP, 

currently the only children’s channels on DTT broadcasting post 7pm, are 

solely reliant on advertising. We also reiterrate the previous points we raised 

with the Trust and Ofcom that international broadcasters do not typically 

                                                           
18 Ofcom, Proposed changes to BBC Three, BBC iPlayer, BBC One and CBBC, Market Impact 
Assessment, 30 June 2015, section 10.18, page 100 
19 Ibid, section 6.24, page 45 
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cross-subsidise their channels in each market, so this should not be viewed as 

a way to mitigate the impact. 

14. We therefore believe that the current impact assessment lacks sufficient 

clarity regarding the impact on the channels that will be most affected. We do 

not believe this represents a robust enough evidence base on which to 

proceed. At the very least, we ask the Trust conduct further analysis of the 

impact on children’s channels, and to publish its findings. In our view, given 

the well documented pressures on the childrens’ sector, it is important that 

the Trust fully understands the impact and, just as importantly, is able to 

demonstrate this by publishing its analysis. 

Lack of public value created 

15. Our second concern regarding this proposal is the level of public value that 

will be created. We are surprised that the Trust’s audience research is not 

taken more into account on this point. As the Trust observes: “Consultation 

respondents were, on the whole, opposed to extended hours.”20 

16. The ICM audience research was equally clear, with many respondents going as 

far as saying that the proposal could have a “negative” impact on children. The 

ICM report concluded that: 

“A majority of those responding to the proposed changes to CBBC are, on the 

whole, opposed to the proposal. Many respondents believe that extending 

broadcast hours until 9pm could have a negative effect on children. In 

particular a number of respondents regard 9pm as too late for younger 

children to be watching TV and that they should either be in bed or preparing 

for bed.” 21 

17. The ICM findings would appear to directly contradict the suggestion that the 

proposal might cater to children who are under-served. Indeed, we believe 6-

12 years olds are already over-served by linear commercial channels, via both 

free-to-air and pay-TV, and now by new media, such as video-on-demand. 

This is supported by the ICM report, which states that respondents believed 

that alternative options such as video-on-demand: “are sufficient to cater for 

children who would wish to watch content between the hours of 7pm and 

9pm.”22 

                                                           
20 Public Value Assessment, BBC Trust, Section 10.5.1 
21 BBC Trust Public Value Assessment Quantitative Research Report, February-March 2015, A report 

by ICM on behalf of the BBC Trust, page 41 
22 Ibid, page 42 
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18. Perhaps reflecting this ambivalence on the part of licence fee payers, the 

Communications Chambers model estimates that extending CBBC’s hours will 

merely increase the channel’s share of all viewing by around 0.05 percentage 

points in 2018.23  

19. Finally on this point, we question how distinctive the additional hours will be. 

As the Trust acknowledges, the additional two hours will only show repeats. 

This seems at odds with the service licence for CBBC, which states that: “The 

channel should also maintain a low repeat level.”24 

20. Furthermore, current scheduling on CBBC suggests that any additional hours 

would also be likely to include a significant amount of acquired content, 

raising further questions over a lack of distinctiveness. Over the last year, 

CBBC has played Canadian/US drama The Next Step heavily, typically at peak 

viewing times across late afternoon and early evening. This is a high volume 

teen drama, with no discernible British cultural identity. In 2015 so far, we 

estimate it has accounted for 158 hours (i.e. 317 half hour slots), as the chart 

below shows.  

The Next Step on CBBC 

Quarter TXs 

2014q2 43 

2014q3 50 

2014q4 76 

2015q1 71 

2015q2 113 

2015q3 133 

Source: BARB data provided by COBA members 

21. In this way, over the first three quarters of 2015, The Next Step has accounted 

for nearly 25% of CBBC’s minimum requirement for drama for the entire year 

(CBBC’s service licence requires the channel to show at least 665 hours of 

drama per year). While these hours are technically allowed to include 

acquisitions – and we of course accept that CBBC should be able to show an 

                                                           
23 Ofcom, Proposed changes to BBC Three, BBC iPlayer, BBC One and CBBC, Market Impact 

Assessment, 30 June 2015, section 10.22, page 101 
24 CBBC Service Licence. Issued July 2015, page 2 
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appropriate amount of acquired content - such a high volume of acquired 

content shown at peak times seems at odds with the criteria for distinctiveness 

in CBBC’s service licence. This focuses on originations, stating: 

“Part of its distinctiveness should lie in its high proportion of UK-produced 

content and its low proportion of acquired programmes throughout the day 

including during peak viewing times.” 25 

22. In our view, therefore, the proposal does not have public support and any 

additional public value derived from extending CBBC’s hours is likely to be at 

best highly debateable. This should be weighed against the risk of a market 

impact, as well as any resulting impact on investment in UK content by 

commercial channels. Channels such as Turner, Disney, Nickelodeon and POP 

are investing in homegrown live-action and animation content for children, 

with recent UK commissions including Evermoor, Style Stars, and First Class 

Chefs (all live action), along with acclaimed animation such as Lily’s 

Driftwood Bay and The Amazing World of Gumball.  

23. Crucially, the BBC does not depend on audience levels to determine its 

content budget, which is of course determined by the licence fee. Therefore, 

the net result of this proposal is likely to be a reduction in overall investment 

in UK children’s content. We reject the suggestion that children’s channels 

may respond to lost revenues by increasing their investment in original 

commissions and stress that COBA members typically are able to increase 

their content budgets only as their revenues increase, or the potential to grow 

their revenues arises. We believe it is far more likely that channels will 

respond to any reduced audience share by reducing their content budgets 

rather than increasing them.  

The implications of the new licence fee settlement 

24. On a further point, the BBC’s funding situation has changed fundamentally 

since the Trust made its provisional conclusions, with the licence fee 

settlement now confirmed. While we understand that additional costs from 

this proposal are limited, the new settlement suggests that the BBC may need 

to make savings rather than increase spending, however marginally. For 

example, asked at August’s Edinburgh International Television Festival if 

there are any television services that will be immune from savings measures, 

BBC director of television Danny Cohen said:  

“All of the channels will have to have some cuts, there’s no doubt about that… 

If you’ve got to save £150m by 2017/18, some of that has got to come out of 

television.”26 
                                                           
25 CBBC Service Licence, issued July 2015 
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The strategic approach to serving younger audiences 

25. Finally, while we note the Trust’s concerns about maintaining CBBC’s reach 

and, in particular, its impact, we question whether extending its hours in this 

way represents an effective response. Firstly, in our view, CBBC and CBeebies 

are performing successfully, being the leading channels in their demographics. 

Any pressure on audience levels is more likely to be due to changing audience 

behaviour, as more viewing migrates to video-on-demand and other forms of 

delivery. Here the BBC is performing well, with the iPlayer the biggest on-

demand provider of longform content in the UK VoD market,27 and children’s 

being one of the biggest genres on the iPlayer. In our view, extending linear 

hours, and in the process diluting the quality of the service with more repeats 

and imports, represents a backwards looking and ultimately desultory 

response. 

4. Furthermore, statements by BBC Management regarding the proposed iPlay 

online platform for children suggest that it too is looking at online and on-

demand as the way of better serving young audiences in the future.28 Again, 

these statements were made after the Trust announced its provisional 

conclusions. 

Conclusion 

26. Given these concerns, we respectfully ask the Trust to reconsider its position, 

or at the very least ensure further analysis of the market impact on children’s 

channels is carried out before proceeding.  

27. If CBBC’s hours are to be extended, we also ask for effective constraints on 

what programmes can be shown during the additional hours. For example, we 

believe that broadcasting family films from the BBC archive in the 7-9pm-time 

slot during school holidays would create a risk of a further impact on the 

market. We note that the Trust suggests that a PVT might be necessary in the 

event that BBC Management wishes to show such films, but are not convinced 

that such a change would necessarily meet the very high threshold for 

triggering a PVT. For the avoidance of doubt, we request that the service 

licence for CBBC be amended to explicitly prevent family films from being 

shown.  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
26 http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-

cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816 
27 Communications Market Report, 2014, Ofcom, page 145 
28 The BBC’s programmes and services in the next Charter, BBC Management, September 2015, 

Section 6.5 

http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816
http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/danny-cohen-all-bbc-tv-channels-face-cuts/5092243.article?blocktitle=News&contentID=42816
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28. More generally, as a matter of principle, we caution against using any 

spectrum or EPG position that becomes free were BBC3 to be closed as a 

linear service without a strong and substantiated reason for doing so. If there 

is no valid case for re-using these assets, they should be offered to the wider 

market as appropriate. 

 

 


